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Re: Nelson Hydro 2018 Rate Application

As the third generation on a small farm, the electric bill has become a substantial expense.
Power was cheap for decades, why has it become so expensive in the past few years?

My research has me questioning some of Nelson hydro's expenses and why these costs aren't attributed 
to the city taxpayer.  Half of Nelson hydro customers live outside the city,  have we become city 
taxpayers hidden in our electric bills?

The geothermal heating system at the Selkirk college 10th st. campus is not maintained by the college 
maintenance personnel.  They tell me Nelson hydro is responsible for all maintenance.

The city is in the internet business, competing with Telus and Shaw with several kilometers of 
fibreoptic cable on Nelson hydro poles and several city IT employees.  Someone with more knowledge 
about this than I suggested this has cost about $2M.   Is Nelson hydro funding this? 

If the Nelson community solar garden is fully funded by those opting in, and the term “fully” is used by
Nelson hydro in communications with the BCUC  why doesn't the city use the term fully funded.  All 
their literature uses the words primarily, largely, or mostly funded by those opting in?  

What value does solar power have in this city with its own hydro electric plant?  Most annual solar 
power is earned when power is the most abundant and cheapest from April beginning of spring freshet 
through September high water levels.

One might attribute value to solar power when lake water levels begin to recede  from October until 
spring freshet refills everything  beginning in April.
Solar garden data shows it earned about  5200kWh from October through January.  Wholesale that 
would cost about $250.  The city last stated the solar garden cost $329,000.  

Why am I paying full retail for this solar power?  Fully funded should mean those opting in are only 
receiving what our alternative water power wholesale costs would be. 

I question the cities $329,000 solar garden cost.   Are they including the 3 or more years paid to the Eco
Save Contractor(now a Nelson hydro management employee)  delivering the program?  How about the 
Nelson hydro crews time, poles, transformer and other costs necessary to interconnect this to the grid?.

An extra $800,000 was earned last year from a longer than normal freshet.   That would require 3,200 
solar gardens at  $1Billion dollars.

  
The Nelson hydro manager and the solar garden contractor  in different published public articles say 
solar power will pay back in 10 or 15 years.  The contractor said on the local co-op radio solar power 
would reach parity in 7 years and payback in 10 or 12 years.  Yet the consulting engineers  report shows
a 25 year payback.  What is the real answer, telling the public payback will happen in 10 or 15 years 
when the engineers report shows 25 years.



The Nelson hydro manager has said the solar power is a credit towards excess power purchases from 
Fortis,  over $6M annually.  Using the consultants computer program estimate that might amount to 
about $2000 annually.  Real money cost for the solar garden over $2500 per month.

The Nelson hydro manager states the solar garden aligns with the cities Path to 2040, all about GHG 
and carbon reduction.   At a public meeting the manager was asked what makes the solar power green, 
his reply “nobody said it was green”.  Explain how this aligns with the cities Path to 2040 about carbon
and GHG reduction.  Nothing is greener or cleaner than our water power.

The city will loan money to purchase a solar panel for 3.5% on a 25 year contract.  They say this is to 
allow those less fortunate, co-ops, charities and others  to participate.   My information is one solar 
panel might return to its purchaser optimistically $25 per year.   Each solar panel with taxes and admin 
fee is about $1100.  Borrowed at 3.5% for 25 years is payments of $60 per year.   The consulting 
engineers report shows a payback in 25 years.  Do those less fortunate who borrowed money know 
there is never going to be a payback?  That they have signed on to pay more for electricity for 25 years.
Because they are reading payback is in 10 or 15 years.

No data was collected on site, so far the real winter data seems to show the computer was expecting 
over 50% more power to be earned.  The Kimberley SunMine collected data on site from multiple 
instruments for over 2 years and still didn't make projected annual power.

Nelson hydro has been working on a district energy system for several years.  At a public meeting the 
hydro manager stated they have a $650,000 grant for the project. 
One estimate was a 30 year payback and $6M.  

Last years  Final Order with Reasons from the BCUC to the rate increase for Nelson hydro still had 
questions unresolved.  I particularly feel uncomfortable with their inability to answer all the questions 
raised because they are changing their bookkeeping system to one that more properly represents a 
municipal electric utility.  From what I read this is the first time in over 20 years the BCUC has shone a
light on Nelson hydro.  Too coincidental for my confidence this is the year they choose to change their 
bookeeping system and cannot answer the BCUC questions at this time.

Will my son who lives on the farm be able to continue as the fourth generation providing local produce,
eggs, meat?   Is this how it all ends for a multi generation farm providing local farm produce, to pay for
a city competing in the internet business and failing, expensive solar panels doing nothing for us when 
we need power in winter.   A $650,000 grant to burn wood to heat hot water for unknown buildings not 
yet identified with no known real estimate of end cost.  All of this seems to be coming from Nelson 
Hydro, does that explain why my power rates have become so expensive in so short a time?

Respectfully
Bill Hamilton




